A system of conservative transformation rules is presented for abstracting memories whose forwarding logic interacts with stalling conditions for preserving the memory semantics in microprocessors with in-order execution. Microprocessor correctness is expressed in the logic of Equality with Uninterpreted Functions and Memories (EUFM) [6] . Memory reads and writes are abstracted as arbitrary uninterpreted functions in such a way that the forwarding property of the memory semantics-that a read returns the data most recently written to an equal write address-is satisfied completely only when exactly the same pair of one read and one write address is compared for equality in the stalling logic. These transformations are applied entirely automatically by a tool for formal verification of microprocessors, based on EUFM, the Burch and Dill flushing technique [6] , and the properties of Positive Equality [3] . An order of magnitude reduction is achieved in the number of e ij Boolean variables [9] that encode the equality comparisons of register identifiers in the correctness formulas for single-issue pipelined and dual-issue superscalar microprocessors with multicycle functional units, exceptions, and branch prediction. That results in up to 40× reduction in the CPU time for the formal verification of the dual-issue superscalar microprocessors.
Introduction
The motivation for this work is the complexity of the formal verification of correct microprocessors. The formal verification is done with the Burch and Dill flushing technique [6] by exploiting the properties of Positive Equality [3] in order to translate the correctness formula from the logic of Equality with Uninterpreted Functions and Memories (EUFM) to propositional logic. The translation is done by a completely automatic tool [16] [21] . The resulting Boolean formula can be evaluated with either BDDs [2] or Boolean Satisfiability (SAT) checkers for being a tautology, which implies that the original EUFM correctness formula is universally valid, i.e., the processor is correct under all possible conditions.
Recently we showed that errors in complex realistic microprocessors are detected in CPU time that is up to orders of magnitude smaller than the time to prove the correctness of a bug-free version of the same design [20] . The present paper aims to speed up the verification of correct microprocessors with multicycle functional units, exceptions, and branch prediction, where reads and writes of user-visible state are not reordered and occur according to their program sequence.
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Background
In this work, the logic of EUFM [6] is used for the definition of high-level models of both the implementation and the specification microprocessors. The syntax of EUFM includes terms and formulas. Terms are used in order to abstract word-level values of data, register identifiers, memory addresses, as well as the entire states of memories. A term can be an Uninterpreted Function (UF) applied on a list of argument terms, a domain variable, or an ITE operator selecting between two argument terms based on a controlling formula, such that ITE(formula, term 1 , term 2 ) will evaluate to term 1 when formula = true and to term 2 when formula = false. Formulas are used in order to model the control path of a microprocessor, as well as to express the correctness condition. A formula can be an Uninterpreted Predicate (UP) applied on a list of argument terms, a propositional variable, an ITE operator selecting between two argument formulas based on a controlling formula, or an equation (equality comparison) of two terms. Formulas can be negated and connected by Boolean connectives.
UFs and UPs are used to abstract away the implementation details of functional units by replacing them with "black boxes" that satisfy no particular properties other than that of functional consistency-the same combinations of values to the inputs of the UF (or UP) produce the same output value. Three possible ways to impose the property of functional consistency of UFs and UPs are Ackermann constraints [1] , nested ITEs [3] [16] , and "pushing-to-the-leaves" [16] . In the nested ITEs scheme, the first application of some UF, f(a 1 The syntax for terms can be extended to model memories by means of the functions read and write, where read takes 2 argument terms serving as memory and address, respectively, while write takes 3 argument terms serving as memory, address, and data. Both functions return a term. Also, they can be viewed as a special class of (partially interpreted) uninterpreted functions in that they are defined to satisfy the forwarding property of the memory semantics, namely that read(write (mem, aw, d) , ar) = ITE(ar = aw, d, read(mem, ar)), in addition to the property of functional consistency. Versions of read and write that extend the syntax for formulas can be defined similarly, such that the version of read will return a formula and the version of write will take a formula as its third argument. Both terms and formulas are called expressions.
The correctness criterion is a commutative diagram [6] . It requires that one step of the Implementation transition function followed by flushing should produce equal user-visible state as first flushing the Implementation and then using the resulting uservisible state to apply the Specification transition function between 0 and k times, where k is the issue-width of the Implementation. Flushing of the processor is done by feeding it with bubbles until all instructions in flight complete their execution, computing an abstraction function that maps Implementation states to a Specification state. (The difference between a bubble and a nop is that a bubble does not modify any user-visible state, while a nop increments the PC.) The correctness criterion is expressed by an EUFM formula of the form:
where n is the number of user-visible state elements in the implementation processor, k is the maximum number of instructions that the processor can fetch in a clock cycle, and m i,j , 1 ≤ i ≤ n, 0 ≤ j ≤ k, is an EUFM formula expressing the condition that uservisible state element i is updated by the first j instructions from the ones fetched in a single clock cycle. (See the electronic version of [16] for a detailed discussion.) The EUFM formulas m 1,j , m 2,j , ..., m n,j , 0 ≤ j ≤ k, are conjuncted in order to ensure that the user-visible state elements are updated in "sync" by the same number of instructions.
The correctness criterion expresses a safety property that the processor completes between 0 and k of the newly fetched k instructions. Positive Equality allows the identification of two types of terms in the structure of an EUFM formula-those which appear only in positive equations and are called p-terms, and those which can appear in both positive and negative equations and are called g-terms (for general terms). A positive equation is never negated (or appears under an even number of negations) and is not part of the controlling formula for an ITE operator. A negative equation appears under an odd number of negations or as part of the controlling formula for an ITE operator. The computational efficiency from exploiting Positive Equality is due to a theorem which states that the truth of an EUFM formula under a maximally diverse interpretation of the p-terms implies the truth of the formula under any interpretation. The classification of p-terms vs. g-terms is done before UFs and UPs are eliminated by nested ITEs, such that if an UF is classified as a p-term (g-term), the new domain variables generated for its elimination are also considered to be p-terms (g-terms). After the UFs and the UPs are eliminated, a maximally diverse interpretation is one where: the equality comparison of two syntactically identical (i.e., exactly the same) domain variables evaluates to true; the equality comparison of a p-term domain variable with a syntactically distinct domain variable evaluates to false; and the equality comparison of a g-term domain variable with a syntactically distinct g-term domain variable could evaluate to either true or false and can be encoded with a dedicated Boolean variable-an e ij variable [9] .
In order to fully exploit the benefits of Positive Equality, the designer of a highlevel processor must use a set of suitable abstractions and conservative approximations. For example, an equality comparison of two data operands, as used to determine the condition to take a branch-on-equal instruction, must be abstracted with an UP in both the Implementation and the Specification, so that the data operand terms will not appear in negated equations but only as arguments to UPs and UFs and hence will be classified as p-terms. Similarly, a Finite State Machine (FSM) model of a memory has to be employed for abstracting the Data Memory in order for the addresses, which are produced by the ALU and also serve as data operands, to be classified as p-terms. In the FSM abstraction of a memory, the present memory state is a term that is stored in a latch. Reads are modeled with an UF f r that depends on the present memory state and the address, while producing a term for the read data. Writes are modeled with an UF f u that depends on the present memory state, the address, and a data term, producing a term for the new memory state, which is to be stored in the latch. The result is that data values produced by the Register File, the ALU, and the Data Memory can be classified as p-terms, while only the register identifiers, whose equations control forwarding and stalling conditions that can be negated, are classified as g-terms.
We will refer to a transformation on the implementation and specification processors as a conservative approximation if it omits some properties, making the new processor models more general than the original ones. Note that the same transformation is applied to both the implementation and the specification processors. However, if the more general model of the implementation is verified against the more general model of the specification, so would be the original implementation against the original specification, whose additional properties were not necessary for the verification. Proof. If a processor is proved correct with the FSM model of a memory where the update function f u and the read function f r are completely arbitrary uninterpreted functions that do not satisfy the forwarding property of the memory semantics, then the processor will be correct for any implementation of f u and f r , including f u ≡ write and f r ≡ read. t
Automatic Abstraction of Memories
When abstracting memories in [19] , the following transformations were applied automatically by the verification tool when processing the EUFM correctness formula, starting from the leaves of that formula:
Transformations (2) and (3) are the same as those used in the abstraction of the Data Memory, described in Sect. 2. Transformation (4) occurs in the cases when one level of forwarding logic is used to update the data read from address ra of the previous state m for the memory, where function read is already abstracted with UF f r . Accounting for the forwarding property of the memory semantics that was satisfied before function read was abstracted with UF f r , the left handside of (4) is equivalent to read(ITE(e, write(m, wa, d), m), ra), i.e., to a read from address ra of the state of memory m after a write to address wa with data d is done under the condition that formula e is true. On the right handside of (4), functions read and write are again abstracted with f r and f u after accounting for the forwarding property. Multiple levels of forwarding are abstracted by recursive applications of (4), starting from the leaves of the correctness formula. Uninterpreted functions f u and f r can be automatically made unique for every memory, where a memory is identified by a unique domain variable serving as the memory argument at the leaves of a memory state term. Hence, f u and f r will no longer be functionally consistent across memories-a conservative approximation. After all memories were automatically abstracted as presented above, the tool in [19] checked if an address term for an abstracted memory was still used in a negated equation, i.e., was a g-term. If so, then the abstraction for that memory was undone. Hence, abstraction was performed automatically only for a memory whose addresses are p-terms outside the memory and the forwarding logic for it. From Proposition 1, it follows that such an abstraction is a conservative approximation. The condition that address terms of abstracted memories are used only as p-terms outside the abstracted memories avoids false negatives that might result when a (negated) equation of two address terms will imply that a write to one of the addresses will (not) affect a read from the other address in the equation when that read is performed later-a property that is lost in the abstraction with UFs. In the architecture verified in [19] , transformations (2) - (4) worked for the Branch-Address Register File, whose forwarding logic did not interact with stalling logic for preserving the correctness of the memory semantics for that register file, as the branch-address results were available for forwarding right after the Execute stage. However, the above abstractions were not applicable to the Integer and Floating-Point Register Files that did have stalling logic interact with their forwarding logic.
The contribution made with this paper is the idea of a hybrid memory model, where the forwarding property of the memory semantics is satisfied fully for only those levels of forwarding where exactly the same pair of one read and one write address is compared for equality outside the abstracted memory, i.e., in the EUFM formula resulting after the application of transformations (2) - (4). We will refer to addresses compared in general equations outside an abstracted memory as control addresses, and will call those general equations control equations. In the cases when the read address in a level of forwarding is a control address, but the write address is not or the write address is also a control address but does not appear in a control equation together with the read address, then that level of forwarding is abstracted with uninterpreted function f ud (where "ud" stands for "update data"). UF f ud takes 4 argument terms-write address wa, write data wd, read address ra, and data rd read from the previous memory state before the write-such that the functionality abstracted with f ud (wa, wd, ra, rd) is ITE(ra = wa, wd, rd). Finally, when the read address is not a control address, the read is abstracted as before based on transformations (2) - (4) .
Note that the initial state of the pipeline latches in the implementation processor consists of a domain variable for every term signal (including register identifiers) and a Boolean variable for every Boolean signal. Hence, the equality comparisons of register identifiers done in the stalling logic during the single cycle of regular symbolic simulation along the implementation side of the commutative correctness diagram will be at the level of domain variables serving as register identifiers. Furthermore, using Burch's controlled flushing [7] , it is possible to flush the implementation processor without introducing additional register id equality comparisons due to the stalling logic. In controlled flushing, instructions are artificially stalled by overriding the processor stall signals with user-controlled auxiliary inputs until it is guaranteed that the stall signals will evaluate to false, i.e., all the data operand values can be provided correctly by the forwarding logic or can be read directly from a register file. Note that we can modify the processor logic during flushing, as all that logic does then is to complete the partially executed instructions. Mistakes in such modifications can only result in false negatives. The symbolic simulation of the non-pipelined specification processor along the specification side of the commutative correctness diagram does not result in additional control equations, as all data operands are read directly from the register files. Therefore, using controlled flushing and applying transformations (2) -(4) will result in an EUFM correctness formula with only those general (control) equations over reg-ister identifier terms that are introduced by the stalling logic in the single cycle of regular symbolic simulation in order to preserve the correctness of the memory semantics for a register file. The exact abstraction steps are presented next.
Algorithm for Applying the Hybrid Memory Model:
1. Abstract all memories:
1.1 use rules (2) - (4) to abstract memories extended with forwarding logic; 1.2 use UF f ud to abstract levels of forwarding where the initial data is not read from a memory:
where d 0 is neither an application of UF f r nor an ITE expression that has an application of f r among its leaves;
1.3 identify the control equations and control addresses.
2. For all applications of UF f r whose address term is an ITE expression, push f r to the leaves of the address term:
until every address argument of f r becomes a domain variable. If an address argument to f r is an application of an UF, then use the nested ITEs scheme to eliminate it and again apply (6) recursively.
3. For those applications f r (m, ra), where the address term ra is a control address and m is of the form ITE(e, f u (m 0 , wa, wd), m 0 ), do:
3.1 if the write address wa is an ITE expression, ITE(c, wa 1 , wa 2 ), where some of the leaf terms are control addresses compared for equality to ra in a control equation, then apply the transformation:
3.2 else, if the write address wa is a control address compared for equality to ra in a control equation, then apply the transformation:
3.3 else, apply the transformation:
until every memory argument of f r becomes a domain variable, i.e., is the initial state of a memory.
Note that
Step 3 relies on the assumption that every write to a memory is done under the condition that an enabling formula e is true. However, an unconditional write is the case when e ≡ true. The soundness of the above transformations is proved as follows. Proof. If a processor is proved correct with arbitrary uninterpreted functions f u , f r and f ud , the processor will be correct for any implementation of these uninterpreted functions, including f u (m, wa, wd) ≡ write(m, wa, wd), f r (m, ra) ≡ read(m, ra), and f ud (wa, wd, ra, rd) ≡ ITE(ra = wa, wd, rd) that satisfy the complete memory semantics. t
Transformations (2) - (9) separate the effects of the forwarding and stalling logic, modeling conservatively their interaction. The result is a dramatic reduction in the number of e ij Boolean variables required for encoding the equality comparisons of g-term domain variables, as now most of the register identifier terms are used only as inputs to uninterpreted functions, i.e., become p-terms. Indeed, only transformation (8) introduces a general equation over register identifiers. However, exactly the same equation already exists in the EUFM formula outside the abstracted memory, so that the number of general equations over register identifiers is equal to the number of equations generated by the stalling logic in the single cycle of regular symbolic simulation of the implementation processor. Hence, the translation of the EUFM correctness formula to propositional logic by applying transformations (2) -(9) will depend on significantly fewer Boolean variables and its tautology checking will be done much faster, compared to the case when these transformations are not applied.
In our previous work [16] [17] [19] , the two final memory states reached along the two sides of the commutative diagram were checked for equality by generating a new domain variable, performing a read from that address of both final states, and comparing for equality the two resulting data terms. That scheme introduces additional e ij Boolean variables encoding the equality of the final read address with each of the write addresses. The advantage of that comparison method is that it can account for the property of transitivity of equality for the register ids [4] [5] . Although that property is not required for the correct benchmarks used in this paper, it is needed in order to avoid false negatives for buggy versions, as well as when verifying out-of-order superscalar processors [20] . In the present paper, the final memory states are compared for equality by applying transformation (3) to the final memory state terms, i.e., abstracting function write with UF f u , and directly comparing for equality the resulting final memory state terms. Indeed, what is verified is that the same sequence of updates is performed under all conditions by both sides of the commutative diagram.
Transformations (2) - (9) are based on the assumption that reads and writes are not reordered and occur in the same sequence along the two sides of the commutative correctness diagram-the case in microprocessors with in-order execution.
Example
The transformation rules will be illustrated on the pipelined processor in Fig. 1 . It can execute only register-register instructions and has 4 stages: Instruction Fetch (IF), Execute (EX), a Dummy stage (D), and Write-Back (WB). Since there is no forwarding logic to bypass the result of the instruction in D to the instruction in EX, a newlyfetched instruction is stalled if it has a data dependency on the preceding instruction in EX. When set to true, signal Flush stops the instruction fetching and inserts bubbles in the pipeline, thus flushing it by allowing partially executed instructions to complete [6] . The instruction memory, IMem, is read-only and is abstracted with 3 UFs-one for each of the instruction fields source register (SrcReg), op-code (Op), and destination register (DestReg)-and 1 UP-for the valid bit (Valid). UFs ALU and +4 abstract, respectively, the ALU in EX and the PC incrementer in IF. The register file, RegFile, is write-before-read, i.e., the newly-fetched instruction will be able to read the data written by the instruction in WB. The user-visible state elements are PC and RegFile. The processor is compared against a non-pipelined specification (not shown) that consists of the same user-visible state, UFs, and UP. It does not have the 3 pipeline latches, stalling logic, or forwarding logic. Flushing the pipeline takes 3 clock cycles, as there can be up to 3 instructions in flight. In order to define the specification behavior, the implementation processor is first flushed, reaching the initial specification state 〈PC_Spec 0 , RegFile_Spec 0 〉, as shown below. The specification processor is then exercised for 1 step from that state, reaching specification state 〈PC_Spec 1 , RegFile_Spec 1 〉. SrcReg, DestReg, and Op are new domain variables and Valid is a new Boolean variable used to eliminate the single applications of, respectively, the three UFs and one UP that abstract the IMem. Domain variables PC and RegFile represent the initial state of the corresponding state element. Domain and Boolean variables with prefixes IF_EX_, EX_D_, and D_WB_ represent the initial state of the corresponding pipeline latch. Functions read and write are already abstracted with UFs f r and f u , respectively, according to (2) and (3). The left arrow "←" means assignment. 
The behavior of the implementation processor is captured by one cycle of regular symbolic simulation (Flush is set to false), followed by flushing:
The correctness formula is defined according to (1) , given that the processor can fetch up to 1 new instruction and has 2 user-visible state elements-PC and RegFile:
All of the above expressions are generated by symbolically simulating the implementation and specification processors with a term-level symbolic simulator [21] . Applying rule (4) to expression ALU_Data 1 , we get:
This is achieved by using a unique-expression hash 
Rewriting Rules for Processors with Multicycle ALUs
Processors with multicycle ALUs require applying an additional transformation on the EUFM correctness formula before the rules from Sect. 3. The problem stems from the uncertain advance, as controlled by signal Done, of the instruction in the Execute stage during the single cycle of regular symbolic simulation-see Fig. 2 . Multicycle ALUs are abstracted with a place holder [17] [18] , where an UF is used to abstract the functionality, and a new Boolean variable is introduced to express the non-deterministic completion of the computation during each cycle. The place holder is forced to complete a new computation on every cycle during flushing. As noted in Sect. 3, modifying the processor during flushing can only result in false negatives. ITE(c, ra, a 0 ) , where ra is the source register for the next instruction and a 0 is a domain variable for the initial value of that signal. Assuming one level of forwarding, ALU_Data will have an expression of the kind:
where wa, d 1 , and e are, respectively, the destination register, data, and enabling condition for a write in flight to the register file. Since the above expression does not exactly match either of rules (4) and (5), it is rewritten by pulling c to the top of the expression and simplifying the read address along each branch of the new top-level ITE:
Now the then-expression (selected when c = true) of the top-level ITE can be rewritten using rule (4), while the else-expression can be rewritten using rule (5).
Experimental Results
The benchmarks used for the experiments are the same as in our previous work [17] :
1×DLX-C:
A single-issue, 5-stage, pipelined DLX processor [10] , capable of executing the 6 instruction types of register-register, register-immediate, load, store, branch, and jump. The 5 stages are Fetch, Decode, Execute, Memory, and Write-Back. Forwarding is used to bypass the data results from the Memory and Write-Back stages to the functional units in the Execute stage. However, forwarding is impossible when a load provides data for the immediately following instruction. In such cases, the data hazard is prevented by a load interlock that stalls the dependent instruction in Decode until the load completes and its result can be forwarded from Write-Back when the dependent instruction is in Execute. There are 2 stalling conditions that can trigger a load interlock-one for each of the two source registers of the instruction in Decode. Stalling due to the second source register is done only when its data value is actually used, e.g., the instruction is not of type register-immediate, so that its immediate data value will be used instead.
2×DLX-CA:
A dual-issue, superscalar DLX consisting of two 5-stage pipelines. The first pipeline is complete, i.e., capable of executing the 6 instruction types, while the second pipeline can execute only arithmetic (register-register and register-immediate) instructions. Since load instructions can be executed by the complete pipeline only, there is at most 1 load destination register in the Execute stage, but 4 source registers in the Decode stage for a total of 4 possible load interlock stalling conditions. If a load interlock is triggered due to the first instruction in Decode, both instructions in that stage get stalled, so that the processor fetches 0 new instructions. Else, under a load interlock due to the second instruction in Decode, only the first instruction in that stage is allowed to proceed to Execute, while the second moves to the first slot in Decode and the processor fetches only 1 new instruction to fill the second slot in Decode. Additionally, only the first instruction in Decode is allowed to proceed when its result is used by the second instruction in that stage, or when the second instruction is not arithmetic (i.e., there is a structural hazard), in which case that instruction has to be executed by the first pipeline. Hence, 0, 1, or 2 new instructions can be fetched each cycle. This design is equivalent to Burch's processor [7] .
2×DLX-CC:
A dual-issue, superscalar DLX with two complete 5-stage pipelines. Now 2 load destination registers in Execute could provide data for each of the 4 source registers in Decode, for a total of 8 load interlock stalling conditions. When a load interlock is triggered for one of the two instructions in Decode, or when the second instruction in that stage depends on the result of the first, the instructions in Decode proceed as in 2×DLX-CA. However, there is no structural hazard, as both pipelines are complete. Again, 0, 1, or 2 new instructions can be fetched each cycle.
Each of the above processors also has an extension with: branch prediction, marked "-BP"; multicycle functional units, "-MC," where the Instruction Memory, the ALUs in the Execute stage, and the Data Memory can each take multiple cycles to produce a result; exceptions, "-EX," where the Instruction Memory, the ALUs, and the Data Memory can raise an exception; as well as combinations of these features. (For detailed descriptions of these processors and their verification see [17] [18] .)
The results are presented in Tables 1 and 2 . The experiments were performed on a 336 MHz Sun4 with 1.2 GB of memory. The Colorado University BDD package [8] , and the sifting BDD variable reordering heuristic [14] were used to evaluate the final propositional formulas. The CPU times are reported for the sequence of symbolic simulation, translation of the EUFM correctness formula to a propositional one, and evaluation of the latter with BDDs. The ratios in the last columns of the tables are of the CPU times before and after applying the automatic abstraction of the register file. Burch's controlled flushing [7] was employed for all of the designs.
The experiments with automatically abstracted register files were run with a breadth-first elimination of the UFs and UPs with the nested ITEs scheme (see Sect. 2) when translating the EUFM correctness formula to propositional logic. A variant of the fanin heuristic for BDD variable ordering [12] was used: all nodes in the propositional logic DAG are sorted in descending order of their fanout counts; unless already created, the BDD for each node in that order is built in a depth-first manner, such that the inputs to each AND and OR gate are sorted in descending order of their topological levels and their BDDs are built in that order. The experiments without abstracting the register file were run with various heuristics and optimizations-no single strategy performed uniformly as the best across all benchmarks-and the statistics from the experiment with the minimum CPU time for each benchmark are reported.
As Tables 1 and 2 show, the number of e ij register variables is reduced to at most 10 when automatically abstracting the register file from up to 152 for the most complex benchmark, 2×DLX-CC-MC-EX-BP, before the abstraction. The e ij register variables left after the abstraction are those that encode register id equality comparisons made by the stalling logic only in the single cycle of regular symbolic simulation of the implementation processor. In the case of the single-issue processors, the 2 source registers in Decode are compared with the 1 possible load destination register in Execute, for a total of 2 e ij register variables. 2×DLX-CA and its variants have 4 source registers in Decode and still 1 possible load destination register in Execute (the second pipeline cannot execute load instructions). Furthermore, the 2 source registers of the second instruction in Decode are compared for equality with the destination register of the first instruction in that stage, in order to avoid Read-After-Write hazards [10] . Hence, there are 6 e ij register variables for these benchmarks after abstracting the register file. Processor 2×DLX-CC and its extensions can additionally have a load in the Execute stage of the second pipeline, so that the load interlock logic also compares the destination register of that instruction against the 4 source registers in Decode, for a total of 10 e ij register variables. As expected, most of the register ids have become p-terms after the automatic abstraction of the register file and no longer require Boolean variables for encoding their equality comparisons with other register ids.
The speedup for the single-issue pipelined processors is at most 2.0 times after applying the automatic abstraction of the register file, as these designs are relatively simple and could be verified very efficiently before the abstraction. Indeed, the extra time spent applying the transformation rules on the least complex benchmark, 1×DLX-C, is approximately equal to the time saved in the BDD-based evaluation of the resulting Boolean correctness formula, so that the CPU time was reduced with only 0.05 seconds. However, the speedup becomes dramatic for the dual-issue superscalar benchmarks and ranges from 5.7 to 43.5 times. The maximum number of BDD nodes is also reduced, ranging from 23% for 2×DLX-CA to less than 7% for 2×DLX-CC-MC, relative to the BDD node count without the abstraction.
Benchmark 1×DLX-C was first formally verified by Burch and Dill [6] , who required the user to manually provide a case-splitting formula, indicating the conditions under which the processor will fetch and complete 1 new instruction. In order for Hosabettu [11] to formally verify the same benchmark, he needed a month of manual work for the definition of completion functions-one per unfinished instruction, describing how that instruction would be completed, assuming all instructions ahead of it in program order have been completed. The completion functions for all instructions in flight are composed manually in order to compute the abstraction functionmapping an implementation state to a specification state-necessary for the commutative diagram. Ritter, et al. [13] could verify the same benchmark after running their symbolic simulator for 65 minutes of CPU time. Benchmark 2×DLX-CA was first verified by Burch [7] who needed around 30 minutes of CPU time (on a slower Sun4 than the one used for the experiments in this paper) only after manually defining 28 case-splitting formulas and decomposing the commutative correctness diagram into 3 diagrams that are easier to verify. However, that decomposition was subtle enough to warrant the publication of its correctness proof as a separate paper [22] . Hosabettu [11] needed again a month of manual work for the definition of the completion functions for this design. Note that the tool [21] used for the experiments in this paper is completely automatic. It does not require manual intervention except for defining the controlled flushing of the implementation processor-something that takes a couple of minutes and has to be done just once for each design.
Conclusions and Future Work
An order of magnitude reduction was achieved in the CPU time for the formal verification of dual-issue superscalar microprocessors with multicycle functional units, exceptions, and branch prediction. That was possible by automatically applying a system of conservative transformation rules for abstracting the register file in a way that separates the forwarding and stalling logic, modeling completely only those levels of forwarding that directly interact with stalling conditions, but abstracting conservatively the rest. The transformation rules are based on the assumption that reads and writes of user-visible state are not reordered and occur in their program sequence.
The effectiveness of a set of conservative rewriting rules depends on accounting for variations in the description style used for the implementation and specification processors, so that false negatives are possible when certain cases are not considered. However, the potential gain from such rewriting rules is a dramatic speedup of up to orders of magnitude, as demonstrated in this paper.
The same transformation rules can be expected to speed up the checking of liveness properties for in-order microprocessors, where a design will be simulated for a fixed number of more than one clock cycles in order to prove that it will eventually complete a new instruction. Future work will extend the transformation rules for application to out-of-order microprocessors.
